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“WITH AI EVOLVING AS QUICKLY
AS IT DOES, IT IS PARAMOUNT
THAT WE SUPPORT OUR
CLIENTS WITH A COMBINATION
OF AI EXPERTISE AND
TECHNOLOGY, FOR
SUCCESSFUL AI ADOPTION
AND IMPLEMENTATION”
CEO
MIKAEL MUNCK
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Leif Lind Simonsen
Spar Nord
“We went from challenge to implementation and
actual cost savings in a very short time span. We
received an algorithm that was clean and easy to
implement in less than a week. The collaboration with
2021.AI showed us that AI is the key for Spar Nord to
remain competitive in the future.”

≤

Mads Dahlerup
MiniFinans

“The algorithm has saved us time and lowered risk,
because now we can assess loan seekers with up to
80% accuracy. This AI project positions us among the
first in our business to do so, and it will shape the
future of our business.”

Patrik Olsson
Consafe

”The logistics sector is in constant need of innovation to
make warehouse operations and shipping more efficient.
The merge of our existing software and the 2021.AI
platform gives our customers a tailored solution that
makes the slotting and picking process much smarter
and saves them lots of valuable time and resources.”
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SPAR NORD USES AI
TO CUT EMAILS
HANDLED BY
CUSTOMER SERVICE
BY 50%
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SPAR NORD USES AI TO CUT EMAILS
HANDLED BY CUSTOMER SERVICE BY 50%
“We went from challenge to implementation and actual cost savings in a
very short time span. We received an algorithm that was clean and easy to
implement in less than a week. The collaboration with 2021.AI showed us
that AI is the key for Spar Nord to remain competitive in the future.”
Leif Lind Simonsen, Communications and Business Development Director, Spar Nord

THE CHALLENGE
At Spar Nord, front-line customer service managers spent a lot of time sorting emails and forwarding
more complex customer requests to the financial advisors. Spar Nord executives wanted to explore
how they could use technology to serve their customers better, improve efficiency, reduce costs,
and compete in an increasingly digital marketplace. The main goal of the project was to find a way to
save time spent on emails by customer support, and at the same time keep a high customer
satisfaction.
OUR SOLUTION
For Spar Nord, we developed an AI algorithm that can handle the increasing number of email
queries. By screening incoming emails based on a learning dataset of previously received emails, the
algorithm is able to determine whether to forward them to customer service or financial advisors. The
algorithm cuts the number of emails that the customer service team needs to handle manually by 50
pct., which significantly cuts ongoing costs and dramatically increases speed of execution and
efficiency in Spar Nord’s service desk.
WHAT WE DID
In the early stage of the project 2021.AI consultants provided insightful AI advisory and guidance for
Spar Nord on how to apply artificial intelligence solutions in the customer support scenarios. In the
next phase, 2021.AI’s data scientists developed an algorithm from scratch, which added the power
of automation and artificial intelligence to the incoming email queries directing them to the right
employee, customer service representative, or financial advisor.
When 2021.AI professionals delivered the algorithm to Spar Nord’s IT department, they successfully
deployed the algorithm in production in a few days. The IT department within Spar Nord now owns
the algorithm, while the entire customer service team benefits from the successful AI project
implementation.

3 FACTS ABOUT THE PROJECT:
1. 2021.AI’s experts leveraged Natural Language Processing (NLP).
2. In the initial stage the bank used an in-house developed AI solution, similar to 2021.AI Grace Go edition, to
deploy the algorithm.
3. 2021.AI established the connection to the Spar Nord’s internal server in order to ensure the integrity and
availability of datasets.
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PREDICTS INTEREST
PAYMENTS WITH
80% ACCURACY
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MINIFINANS PREDICTS INTEREST
PAYMENTS WITH 80% ACCURACY
“The algorithm has saved us time and lowered risk, because now we can
assess loan seekers with up to 80% accuracy. This AI project positions us
among the first in our business to do so, and it will shape the future of our
business.”
Mads Dahlerup, Founder, MiniFinans

THE CHALLENGE
One of the main challenges when Minifinans provides fast consumer loans is to assess and rate
creditworthiness of potential loaners correctly. MiniFinans wanted to improve the existing metrics
to ensure interest rates would be paid back in a timely manner. The traditional rules of assessing
potential customers are static, such as age, gender and geography, and the changing behavior of
customers is not taken into account, which creates an uncertainty for MiniFinans every time they
lend money. Since the loan service is provided online it called for a solution that can handle these
assessments precisely and quickly.
OUR SOLUTION
MiniFinans engaged with 2021.AI to use AI and machine learning technology to give more precise
prediction of interest payments by a potential borrower. The algorithm uses more than 30 variables
and more than one million data points to make assessments of the potential borrowers. The
algorithm provides full transparency, which enables MiniFinans to find out exactly why someone is
either provided a loan or refused by the algorithm. This also makes the algorithm comply with
legislation that says customers have a right to transparency when it comes to assessment of their
creditworthiness. 2021.AI delivered the use case, the coding of algorithms, and production
implementation of the algorithm. MiniFinans now uses the algorithm to assess and rate all new
customers.
WHAT WE DID
2021.AI developed an algorithm and set it up on the Grace AI Platform. We received CSV files with
the required data to be stored on the Grace platform and updated once a week. Subsequently, the
incoming data was used to make real-time predictions of the payback behavior of potential
borrowers and sent to the algorithm via an API.
2021.AI incorporated three algorithms and applied a majority voting method to combine the
predictions. Those three member classifiers were used to achieve better classification accuracy.
Normally, the entire classification performance of an ensemble classifier tends to provide better
accuracy than a single classifier.

3 FACTS ABOUT THE PROJECT:
1. The algorithm was developed on Grace and is hosted on a Linux server on AWS and implemented in
MiniFinans' infrastructure. The requests are sent to the server via Flask.
2. The three algorithms incorporated by 2021.AI are Random Forest, Support Vector Machines (SVM), and
Logistic Regression.
3. The data was based on Minifinans' data storage on customers. The data included age, income, taxes but
also used operating system, location, browser and many more
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CONSAFE HELP LEADING LOGISTICS
OPERATORS TO REDUCE TRAVEL TIME
TO PICK UP BY 20% PER MONTH
”The logistics sector is in constant need of innovation to make warehouse
operations and shipping more efficient. The merge of our existing software
and the 2021.AI platform gives our customers a tailored solution that makes
the slotting and picking process much smarter and saves them lots of
valuable time and resources.”
Patrik Olsson, Chief Product Officer, ConSafe

THE CHALLENGE
Consafe Logistics is a large player in warehouse automation software and has big companies among
its clients. The company provides its clients with software that helps plan and handle processes in
their warehouses. One of the main challenges in this industry is the speed of picking up goods.
Traditionally, many warehouses locate goods based on type, size or supplier. However, this grouping
often makes less sense when it comes to pickups. It leads to excessively long travel paths during the
picking process and thus longer delivery lead times.
OUR SOLUTION
Consafe Logistics asked 2021.AI for an algorithm that could help their customers achieve a more
efficient placement of products in the warehouse as well as reduce the time spent on pickups. The
algorithm, which utilizes a type of association rule approach, analyzes historic order lists and
associates between products. Based on the warehouse data, the algorithm suggests to the
warehouse management which products need to be placed closer to each other to reduce picking
time. The machine learning powered algorithm is now an add-on (called slotting module) to the
existing Consafe Logistics’ software package. By using this add-on, the warehouses have reduced
travel time by up to 300 hours per year, which corresponds to a 10 - 20% reduction and a saving of
approximately two monthly salaries for each end-client.
WHAT WE DID
At the initial stage of the project, 2021.AI conducted a workshop to demystify AI followed by a deepdive discussion of the use cases. The workshop covered a broad set of the use case scenarios for
the algorithm implementation and acquisition of a pilot data set. With a clear understanding of the
variables available and their interdependencies, 2021.AI’s data scientists developed a tailored pilot
model for the Consafe Logistics use case. An important insight from the use case scenarios was that
the warehouses would need a flexible algorithm, depending on seasonal changes in the stock.
Therefore, 2021.AI created a flexible algorithm that allows Consafe Logistics’ customers to use
different data from season to season.
After the initial Proof of Concept (PoC) was developed, Consafe Logistics experts were provided with
additional personal advisory services, which enabled them to smoothly deploy the Grace AI Platform.
Besides the algorithm and advisory, they got access to a version of the Grace platform to develop
additional models for in-house use, as well as for educating their data scientists

3 FACTS ABOUT THE PROJECT:
1. 2021.AI applied the Apriori Algorithm for computing purchased goods baskets, which allowed to establish
association rules between the goods.
2. The algorithm uses log files stored in Astro WMS, which describe orders of goods, their frequency, and
other descriptive variables pertinent to the model development
3. The results of the PoC are being tested by one of the existing customers of Consafe Logistics.
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2021.AI SERVES THE GROWING NEED FOR APPLIED AI ACROSS THE
GLOBE. OUR DATA SCIENCES EXPERTISE IN COMBINATION WITH OUR
GRACE AI PLATFORM OFFERS A TRUE AI DIFFERENTIATOR FOR CLIENTS
AROUND THE WORLD. ON GRACE, DATA SCIENTISTS CAN SOLVE SOME
OF THE MOST COMPLEX PROBLEMS, OR DIRECTLY IMPLEMENT OUR
PACKAGED SOLUTIONS RELATED TO CHURN PREDICTION, CHAT-BOTS,
CLASSIFICATION, AND MUCH MORE. CURRENTLY WITH MORE THAN 80
EMPLOYEES AND FAST GROWING, 2021.AI IS HEADQUARTERED IN
COPENHAGEN WITH SALES AND R&D IN SEVERAL LOCATIONS, GLOBALLY.
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